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For  the  last  months,  you  might  recognize  a  big  change  in  the  world  economy  on  the 
cryptocurrency side, as on the stock market. From a humble 5.000 to 50.000 USD value has 
the bitcoin price risen during the last year. Warren Buffet recognized and described bitcoin 
as “rat poison” and somewhere and somehow he might be right. But the truth is that for the 
moment we are experiencing a huge change of wealth and that’s why it’s important to be 
very cautious about the coming steps in the world economy and also how we can somehow 
protect our funds.
 

As we all  are  aware,  the amount  of  printed fiat  money by the Federal  Reserve has  been 
enormous and it is told that it might be up to 22 % of the total circulation of US fiat dollars 
ever produced. These are tremendous debts. Those debts will,  as we all know, have to be 
paid by someone. We believe this time will soon come. 
 

 
One of the absolute most important ways to enable users and future clients to onboard or 
easily do fair trades and purchases is to enable them to find a consensus where the network 
is on a very fair and simple agreement. If I pay you and I´m satisfied then you will be able 
to receive the funds immediately. This is something the virtual currency bitcoin has shown 
for the last years. The underlying technology behind that is called blockchain and it can be 
seen as an endless digital ledger that keeps track of who is having funds and credits between 
the  nodes.  Those new mini  networks  are  created since we first  now have entered a  very 
advanced module of technology called consensus mechanisms. It is the very hardcore code 
of the network, it comes with instructions that may be some profoundly coded that it might 
never stop. The usage of memory and the availability for us as human beings to build digital 
memory is enormous. We have won that battle by now. The Murphy Law is soon dead. It´s 
truly been an unbelievable ride for the last thirty years. 



 

 
With  that,  we  believe  and  look  into  new  ways  of  trading.  The  foundation's  investment 
venture capital  investing group has started to fund a project called “Quantity” which is a 
very simple payment system that is based on red or green, disapproved or approved transfer. 
The biggest perks we saw as a foundation are transparency in payments, how fast and easy 
they can be made. We have also the ability to reach the people in the factory or the valleys 
where our products have been grown.
 

 
Lastly on a macro perspective, and what we mostly recognized in the world lately, is the 
announcement  of  Rwanda's  prime minister,  which may result  in  overall  beliefs  in  entire, 
Africa believes in keeping raw material for themselves (Cacao to Switzerland in this case). 
This may result  in bigger demand for nearby, local and transparent distribution of wealth 
due to local production facilities and export unions. We believe that local politicians in the 
future will support local invested financial aid, which will bring in jobs and for that reason 
tax  monies  to  the  local  authorities.  This  has  been seen for  the  last  hundred years  in  our 
societies, smaller kingdoms and nations raised very high towards a sophisticated and modern 
world which comes with relief  and freedom. We strongly believe that  all  humans on this 
earth deserve and are worth an equal chance of acquiring wealth and prosperity in this world 
and lifetime. We might, in our lifetime, cause minimum poverty levels all around the world. 
 
 

Our  promise  for  managing  the  charity  and  prosperity  fund  we  are  planning  to  open  and 
operate in Q2021 will be based on issuing grants in the value of 1 USD to currencies such as 
BNC USD or 1 USDS (All 1 USD worth per unit) will be a grant towards all people in the 
world, if they open up an account at any regulated digital bank in the world. No matter of 
nationality or currency. This goes also hand in hand with all other fiat currencies that are 
accepted as deposits and withdrawal-able fiat currency. Our plans are also to open up fully 
regulated  and  operative  investment  vehicles  based  in  Hong  Kong  and  Singapore  by  Q3 
2021.  This  will  eventually  help  and lead  us  to  distribute  the  wealth  of  Asia  all  over  the 
world. Hopefully, this will be a big step towards more financial freedom.
 



Fundraising plans: 

We  are  therefore  also  planning  to  raise  funds  in  Q3  of  2021  towards  financing  local 
government treasury bonds in AAA-rated or “1” rated countries' economies. “One rated” in 
terms of “Believe” or “Not Believe” for the possibility of paying back its debt in a rather 
short term.

The definition of its health and the classification of a country’s economy will probably also 
change during the coming years. We base this on previous market reactions and stock market 
expansions throughout the last decade. Investors and consumers need more actual info and 
updates.  We believe this data and the way we are handling it  will  help investors towards 
more easily chosen decisions. 
 
 

 

  



Overall our beliefs and view for a very near future (two quarters) to come:

- Big tech firms are leading towards a more collective global and instant consciousness. 
- A more local based distribution of wealth among states and communities and tax organizations. 
- A higher need for localstate-funded or multinational companies finances to cover the coming 

debt and wealth transformation that will be passed on to our next generation.

Digital and new technology:

 
• BNC to grow to a more global but also young Asian oriented business organizations. The 

trading level on the platform and also the extremely high user base have pushed other 
networks such as Cardano, Sirius, and Ethereum. Many users, especially young ones, are 
looking into more decentralized and transparent conclusions for their financial needs. 

• We have to remind ourselves of the importance of this very challenging time we have in 
front of us, financially as privately, where a global virus has caused a whole world in any 
large debt trap. We all reach out for help in some kind of way, mentally, financially, or 
faith-wise.  The last  one is  usually the most painful as we all  know.  This leads us to 
believe in a more human and open environment when it comes to dealing with finances at 
a private and individual level.

 

In  general  we hope for  a  fast  global  recovery during 2022 and many new trade routes  and 
payment systems on new markets. The private equity markets and venture capital investment 
funds markets are hopefully recovering within a year or two.

We however believe in a substantial increase in inflation rates for the coming years on all major 
fiat capital and currencies markets.
 

 

 

 

 



Financial instructions for new onboarding members and donors of the foundation:
 

Deposits, investment funds, and donations that are distributed as grants, and are 
taken and regarded as endowments are welcomed via bank transfer by our long-
term partners and supporters at HSBC in Asia and Citibank in the U.S.

Best Wishes,
Markus Andersson

www.anderssonfoundation.com 

markus@anderssonfoundation.com
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